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AUSTIN 180 - -1965 
cars BM C's biggest 
Price front wheel drive car 

Basic 

Standard £635 

de luxe £668 

Total (inc. P.T.) 

£768 17s. Id. 

£808 14s. 7d. 

Transverse 1: - cylinder engine • 
gearbox • hydrolastic suspension 
less than 11: ft. • servo brakes 
smog crankcase breathing. 

all synchromesh 
• 5 seats and luggage In 

• sealed cooling • anti-

IN view of the formidable success of first the Mini and then 
the 1100 it will surprise nobody that the ADO 17 is 
larger but cast in the same mould. The Austin 1800, 

to give it its proper title. (there is no Morris equivalent yet) 
again has all·independent suspension by rubber springs 
with the front to rear hydraulic intercQupling that is now a 
familiar feature of the Hydrolastic system, front wheel 
drive and a transverse in~line four cylinder engine mounted 
above and in unit with the gearbox and final drive. 

Alec Issigonis, B.M.C.'s famous Technical Director, says 
that as you apply this formula to larger cars its space~saving 
properties become more and more spectacular. This it is 
impossible to deny; the Austin is only 13 rt. 8 in. long. 10 in. 
less than the Austin A60, 7 in. less than a Ford Cortina, 

2 in. less than a VW 1500; so even for a Ii-litre car. let 
alone 1.8~litre. it must be considered short. On the othe: 
hand both the track and the overall width are abnormalh 
large and the internal width is even more so by virtue Of 
curved side windows and wheel arches so near the four 
corners of the car that they make no intrusion on body space. 
Passengers and luggage occupy 70% of the total length of 
the car and internal accommodation is provided on a scale 
that might reasonably be expected from a 3~litre machine. 

In the last five years a number of experimental engines 
have been tried but the final choice fell on a new version of 
the long~established B series - in effect a slightly detuDed 
M.G. B engine with five main bearings and many other 
modifications which are directed towards a very long life 

Mechanical components have been designed to fit the odd spaces not needed by 
the occupants. T~e absence of a back axle can be seen to be particularlyJmportant. 
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There is still a family 
resemblance to the 

Austin A60 at the front 
although the car is 

much lower and wider. 
Anodized aluminium is 

ased for the front grille. 

with the minimum of servicing. This is the theme which 
runs through the whole design and which is manifest in a 
structure of quite exceptional rigidity and in the virtual 
elimination of chassis maintenance. This Austin does not 
replace any existing product - all the present B.M.C. models 
continue in production. . 

Engine and Transmission 
Just as the power units for the Mini and 1100 cars were 
adapted from the A type B. M.e. engine, so is the transverse 
installation of the ADO 17 based on the B type engines. It 
has the same cylinder head, the saITIe valvegear and the same 
bore and stroke as the 1,798 C.c. M.G. B unit; the cylinder 
centres remain unchanged. A different camshaft gives a 
milder valve timing (S" -45" -51" -21"), the same as that 
used in the Morris 1100, and mixture is supplied by a single 
Ii in. S.U. carburetter. 

In the lo;wer half, however, the alterations are more 
extensive and include the conversion from three to five 

main bearings. The end and centre bearings are still the 
same size (2* in. dia. X 1* in.); the new intermediate 
journals are shorter (21 X H ) to leave room for crank 
webs of adequate thickness and the connecting rods, pre
viously offset, have now become symmetrical again. 

The main purpose of this modification is to improve 
smoothness - any bending deflections in the rear half of 
the crankshaft tend to deflect the flywheel from its plane of 
rotation, introducing enormous gyroscopic forces which 
give rise to vibration and low speed harshness. It folIows 
that the crankcase itself must be very rigid if the extra bearings 
are to be effective and its walls are carried down over two 
inches below the centre line of the shaft. Considerable 
stiffening was necessary round No. 4 main bearing where a 
region of weakness was caused by the presence of the oil 
pump and distributor drives. . 

The engine performance curves (below) show a very low 
specific fuel consumption over the range from 2,000 to 
4,000 r.p.m. (between 20 and 40% lower than the M.G . B) 
and a maximum power of 84 b.h.p. at 5,300 r.p.m. under 
standard B.M.C. test conditions (with all accessories in place 
but using a shop exhaust system). It can, however., run to 
considerably higher r.p.m. and a Holset damper is fitted 
to the free end of the crank to reduce stresses induced by 
the rourth order torsional vibration period, as well as to 
reduce wear and noise in the camshaft drive in these con
ditions. 

Unlike the prevlOus transverse-engined B.M.C. models, 
the clutch IS now conventionally mounted close to the rear 
main bearing instead of being outrigged. This has two 
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advantages - it shortens the effective length of the shaft 
and therefore raises its torsional frequency and it makes it 
easier to use a conventional proprietary clutch - in this 
case a Borg and Beck. From here a train of three gears in a 
separate outboard housing drives down to the gear cluster 
below the crankshaft which is lubricated from the common 
sump. For lightness the clutch housing, gear case and 
sump/transmission/final drive casings are all aluminium 
castings; the entire engine and transmission together with 
the radiator and gear change mechanism weighs 530 lb. 

The gearbox itself is not an adaptation of the previous B 
type-it is a new and exceedingly robust design with baulk ring 
synchromesh on all four gears - Alec lssigonis still denies 
approval of its application to bottom gear. Final drive is 
by helical spur wheels, mounted, with an orthodox differen-

Five main bea .... 
ings, a counter~ 
balanced crank
shaft. massive 
connecting rods 
with diagonally 
split big-ends and 
a multi-blade 
nylon fan are 
features shown in 
the drawing. On 
the extreme right 
are the three 
helical gears which 
transmit the 
drive from the 
clutch to the gear
box; the three 
gear se 'ector 
cables emerge 
under the differential. 
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tial, in a ribbed casting bolted to the main sump casing. 
Since such a short direct drive line has little flexibility for 

absorbing transmission shocks and vibration, the inboard 
universal joints are of the special B.M.C. type, with pins 
located in rubber bushes. The outer ends of the drive 
shafts have the well-known Birfield joints in which the torque 
is transmitted by hardened steel balls in grooved housings. 
At steering angles up to 3r these continue to transmit the 
drive at a constant angular velocity. 

Elaborate care has been taken over filtration. As on 
the latest Minis the fuU-flow oil filter has a warning light 
on the facia which comes on when the pressure drop becomes 
excessive to indicate that the cartridge must be renewed. 
But in addition there is an exceedingly large magnetic fi lter 
in the sump to separate the ferrous particles which may be 
produced by gear wear. The drawing shows how this is 
positioned near the strainer so that all the oil has to flow 
past it. Finally, the crank case itself is sealed by a Smith's 
one-way valve (fully described last week) so that the engine 
consumes its own blow-by gases in the combustion chamber 
and can only draw in fresh air, for crank case venti lation, 
through an air filter. 

Engine isolation 
A comparatively large four cylinder engine, which has 
secondary out of balance forces in a vertical plane, needs 
careful mounting. Our illustration shows that it is suspended 
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Engine support is by 
three rubber shear 

blocks-one each side 
at the radiator end and 

one above the clutch 
housing just behind the damper. 

The magnetic filter is like a large 
rectangular coil spring. Its position 

can be seen in the main engine drawing, 
just above the final drive spur gear. 

3 poffit rMbW ~ 
-- fa fI'W f>re>;W; 

Three rubber mountings isolate the gear lever from the 
floor and three push~pull enclosed rubber cables connect it 
to- the gear selector. 

A can~type separator 
removes pure oil 

from the crankcase 
fumes which are 

sucked into the 
inlet manifold via 

the Smiths non~ 
return valve. 
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at one end by rubber blocks in shear on either side of the 
block and at the other by a pad on the pressed steel bridge 
above the clutch housing, giving great vertical flexibility 
and comparatively firm location in other directions. 

When the wheels are driven forward the power unit 
experiences equal and opposite torque tending to rotate it 
backwards. On prototypes this rotation was restrained by 
two pivoted links, one attached to the transmission case and 
one to the block near No.4 cylinder. On production cars 
the latter link is no longer fitted although its mountings 
remain and it could be replaced for abnormally violem use, 
for example in competition cars where the clutch may be 
dropped in at high r.p.m. In some circumstances it was 
found that the softly mounted engine could ~ excited to 
resonance by road irregularities, giving rise to an unpleasant 
shake. This was cured by fitting a small telescopic damper 
to the offside end of the engine. 

The clutch is hydraulically operated and the gearbox is 
controlled by an unusual system of three push-puB enclosed 
cables connected to three sliding gear selectors on the differen
tial housing - one for reverse, one for first and second and 
one for top and third. So there is no rigid conn:!ction 
between the engine and passenger compartment al all. 
Even so, it was found that noise insulation was further 
improved by rubber-mounting the gear lever pivot to the 
floor. 

The Stiffest Structure jI 
B.M.C. tests on their own cars and a vast number of com
petitors suggest that the Austin 1800 hull is twice as stiff in 
torsion as any other car for which they have figures. Most 
stiff saloons need a torque of 4,000 - 6.000 lb. ft. to produce 
one degree of twist over the wheelbase length - for the 
ADO 17 this figure is 13,000 Ib.ft./degree. 

Whether stiffness of this order is necessary or desirable 
is the subject of some controversy amonbrst car designers. 
B.M.C. themselves are in no doubt about it; they claim 
that it confers a remarkable feeling of -solidity, obviates 
shakes and rattles (both overall and local) on bad roads. 
and provides a rigid location for the suspension units and 
wheels, which not only helps precision of control but also 
ensures that there will be the minimum of deterioration 
over very large mileages. 

The chassis drawing shows that very deep rectangular 
side members under the doors are tied together by a massive 
cross member which supports the front seats and by the 
integral rear seat pressing. At the front this central section 
merges into a very rigid assembly which includes the wheel 
arches, toe board, scuttle and even the parcel tray; the front 
door pillars are welded to it as well and transmit additional 
stiffening from the roof and superstructure. The longitudinal 
tunnel running along the centre of the floor houses the 
exhaust system so that there is no projection below floor 
level. All the panels are coated with sound damping material. 

One important thing to notice is the suspension mountings; 
it will be seen that the spring units are fixed to the chassis 
well behind the froot wheel centre line and well forward of 
the rear wheels. In this way the length of structure between 
tbem which is subjected to dynamic loads from the wheels 
is considerably reduced. The whole body behind the rear 
seat is a lightly stressed appendage strong enough to carry 
a boot full of luggage, the spare wheel and petrol tank. 
However, the choice of mountings has additional significance 
when noise is considered. 

Road Noise 
The Austin 1800 departs radically from accepted practice 
in the methods l!Ised to diminish the transmission of road 
and tyre noise to the interior. Of recent years isolation has 
been sought by the increasing use of rubber in the susrension 
linkages and sometimes (as in the Austin/Morris 1100) by 
mounting the entire suspension on subframes, rubber
insulated from the main structure. 

This approach was tried on ADO 17 prototypes and the 
results were rated unacceptable. Introducing more flexi
bility means that there are more possible ways in which 
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various components can vibrate at their resonant frequencies 
and under certain road conditions these modes were excited 
giving rise to unpleasant shakes; at the same time there was a 
loss of handling accuracy. 

It was therefore decided to try the opposite extreme. 
The basis of this philosophy may be stated as follows. If 
a vibration is transmitted to a base structure the amount of 
energy fed into that structure will depend not only on the 
oscillating force applied but also on the deformation or 
"give" which it produces locally in that structure - this 
follows of course from the fact that the work done is the 
product of the force and the distance through which it moves. 

Thus, even with a flexible mounting (which can attenuate 
an applied vibrating force but not eliminate it) unsatisfactory 
results can be expected if this mounting is attached to, say, 
a 20-gauge steel panel or pressing which exhibits local 

The forged upper link of the front suspension is of bell -crank 
formation giving a li to I leverage over the Moulton unit. 
Roll centre~height is about 4ftn. 

Trailing link rear suspension gives an anti·dive effect in 
braking. The fink pivots on taper roller bearings and has a 
leverage of 41 to lover the spring. 
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springiness. The attachments should be at points where the 
structure has the utmost rigidity and, if possible, local 
concentrations of mass as well. 

Suspension 
Our drawings show how these principles have been put into 
practice. At the front the two Moulton Hydrolastic sus
pension units (which together weight nearly ! Cwl.) are 
bolted end to end inside a heavy 61 in. diameter tubular 
cross member and operated by heavy forged upper suspension 
links which form bell cranks pivoting on Timken taper 
roller bearings. This assembly with its bolted-on end 
covers forms a massive unit which is an integral part of the 
car's structure and is tied into the scuttle assembly at a 
region of great rigidity. 

The lower transverse arms of the front suspension are 
rubber-bushed at their lower ends and braced in the longi
tudinal direction by radius rods running forward to rubber 
pivots mounted in pressings which are bolted to the chassis 
extensions. These are the only rubber bearings in the whole 
suspension and they provide a limited degree of fore and aft 
compliance to absorb shocks. 

Similarly, at the back the Moulton units are mounted in 
boxes bolted at widely spaced points to the underneath of the 
rigid seat pan. The trailing arms which support the rear 
wheels are mounted on taper roller bearings pivoting on 
a transverse axis so that the wheels move up and down in a 
vertical plane (giving a ground level roll centre) and changing 
their camber on corners to remain paraUel with the roll 
angle of the body. This reduces the cornering power of 
the rear tyres but it is not the disadvantage it might seem at 
first sight, since the intercoupled suspension is inherently 
stiff in roll and this stiffness is further augmented by an anti
roll bar at the rear. With only 37 % of the :unladen weight 
on the rear tyres some reduction of rear cornering power 
is desirable to avoid excessive understeer. 

The operation of the Moulton units is simple. One end 
is sealed (except for a coupling pipe) by the thick, circular, 
rubber spring; the other end is closed by a flexible nylon
reinforced rubber diaphragm linked to the normal road 
wheels and the space between is filled with Huid which 
connects the movements of the two. Interposed between 
them is a conical steel diaphragm through which the moving 
fluid must pass: a bleed hole allows adequate passage for 
small displacements but for larger ones the rubber flap 
valves are forced open as well. These built-in restrictions 
to the flow provide suspension damping and replace con
ventional separate shock absorbers. The fluid, an alcohol! 
water mixture with small quantities of rust inhibitor \.and 
Excise additive, has a constant viscosity so that dampin~ is 
unaffected by temperature. 

A very important characteristic of these units is their 
variable spring rate. The force necessary to push the piston 
inwards is the product of the internal fluid pressure and the 
effective area of the diaphragm, "effective" in this context 
meaning the projected area over which there is fluid pressure 
on one side and only atmospheric pressure on the other. 
As the diaphragm is pushed in, it rolls off the outer tapered 
wall of the container so that its area increases to give a 
steadily rising spring rate or, putting it another way, an 
increasing displacement of fluid for a given increment of 
piston travel. 

In general concept the suspension layout of the J 800 
follows that of the B.M.C. 1100 which has been described 
copiously in these pages before. Recapitulating briefly, 
it can be said that finnly sprung wheels at the extreme corners 
of the car tend to give it good handling; such an arrangement 
gives a high resistance to roll and, because of the long wheel
base, rapid steering response since lateral tyre forces then 
have the maximum leverage in overcoming the reluctance 
to change direction which is conferred by the car's inertia. 

But such a configuration also tends to have the worst 
possible ride; it produces a car which is not only Far more 
prone to pitch but also to do so at a much higher frequency 
than a similar machine with a shorter wheelbase. It is to 
eliminate both these disadvantages that the suspension 
units are hyd.raulically intercoupled from front to rear on 
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each side (but not from side to side). Thus in pitch, when 
the front of the car is moving down as the rear moves up 
(and vice versa) most of the fluid displaced by wheel move
ment into the spring chamber is merely pumped from one 
end to the other and back without disturbing the spring 
rubbers. Indeed, if equal volumes of fluid were displaced 
at each end it would be possible to have no resistance at all 
to such a motion and the car would then be in unstable 
balance like a see-saw. Fortunately the variable rate 
characteristic confers adequate pitch stability without the 
aid of the torsion bar longitudinal stabilizers used on the 
1.100 c.c. car; the change of attitude with load variation is 
less severe in the ADO 17 because of its longer wheelbase, 
although spring rates are very similar. 

Individually, the four Moulton units have a stiffer spring 
rate than is common on modern cars but this is only developed 
in roll or in the unlikely event of the two wheels on the same 
side hitting bumps simultaneously. In other circumstances 
the intercoupling allows anyone wheel to share its deflection 
between two springs. However, as this involves pumping 
fluid along a pipe of deliberately restricted bore, the degree 
of sharing is inversely dependent on the magnitude and 
velocity of the wheel deflection, so that there is an automatic 
stiffening effect with speed. 

Partly for high cornering power and partly to reduce 
" tarmacadam roar" Dunlop SP41 radial ply tyres have been 
standardized. These 175-13 covers are fitted to <It-in. rims; 
wider rims increase their tendency to accentuate thumping 
and harshness at low speeds. 

To keep the steering light, with lbe front wheels supporting 
some 1# cwt. unladen, a very low gearing has been adopted 
for the rack and pinion giving 4t turns from lock to lock; 
with this ratio and a helical pinion. kick-back shocks are 
eliminated without a steering damper or rubber mounting 
but a large diameter flexible coupling at the bottom of the 
steering colum.i:t serves to filter any residual harshness. 

Servo-assisted Girting brakes wilb 9i-in. discs at lbe front, 
9-in. drums at lbe back, call for no particnIar comment but 

Austin 1800 specification 

ENGINE 
Cylindara •. 

Bore and stroka •• 
Cubic capacity •• 
Piston area .. 
Compression ratio 
Valvecear 
Carburatlon 

I,nition .• 

Lubrication 

Ehtctrical system .• 

Maximum power . . 

Maximum torque 

TRANSMISSION 
Clutch •• 
Gearbox .. 

Overall ratios 

nal drive 

• • 4 in lina with 5·bearin, cranlahaft transversely 
mountad at front 

•• 90·26 mm.x88·9Q mm. (3'16 in.x3·50 in.) 
•. 1,798 c.t. (109·75 cu. in.) 
.. 31·4 sq. in. 
. . 8'2/1 (optional 6·8) 
•. In-line o_h.v. operated by push-rods and rockers 
•• Sin,le if in. S.U. H56 carburetter. fed by rear-

mounted S.U. electric pump, from 1Of-,allon 
tank ("9 litres) 

•. 12-volt coil, centrihl,al and vacuum timin, control, 
14 mm. Champion N5 sparkin, pl!!,s 

•. Tealemit full-flow and supplementary ma,netic 
fllterl. Combined .ump and ,earbox holds 
15 pinta (intludinl 1* pintt In f.lter) 

.. Sealed liquid coolin, ayatem with pump, fan and 
thermo.tat, Bi-pint watar tapacity ' (plul 1 pint 
in heater) 

.. 12 volt 50 amp. hour battery char,od by Lueu 
C10 II amp ,enwator 

•. S. b.h.p. (net) at 5,300 r.p.m., equivalent to 
115 Ib./sq. in. b.m.e.p •• t 3,090 ft./min. piston 
speod and 2·68 b.h.p. ~r Iq. in. of pistoo area 

.• 99 lb. fL at 1,500 r_p_m., equivtJent to 136 Ib.fsq. 
in. b.m.e.p. It 1,460 fL/min. pilton 'Peed 

Bor, and Beck, 8 in. s.d.p., hydraulically operated 
•• In unit with and below en,ine with helical s:ear 

drive from clutch. Four speed and reverse 
with synchromesh on all forward ratios 

•• H88, 5·794, 9'285, 13·783: revene, 12·875. 
Optional : HI82, 5'371, 8'609, 12·179; rnerse, 
11·936 

~ Helical spur drive to differential and thence to 
front wheels by drive shafts with 8.M.C. 
inboard resilient univeraal. and Birfield 
CIOfI.tant velocity outer couplinp 
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the method of operation is interesting. In the hydraulic line 
to the rear brakes is fitted the Girling " g .. sensitive cut-off 
valve fully described last week; this valve cuts off the direct 
increase of hydraulic pressure when the deceleration (or 
equivalent downward slope on a gradient) reaches about 0·3 g. 
Unlike other similar devices, however, it bas a by-pass 
arrangement which still allows the rear brake hydraulic 
pressure to increase beyond this cut-off point, but only one 
third as much as the front pressure increases. In this way it 
is possible to approximate much more nearly to an ideal 
distribution in emergencies and yet distribute wear caused 
by normal check braking more evenly over aJl four brakes. 

The Owner's Viewpoint 
An extended road test on page 74 deals at length with 
passenger and luggage accommodation, parcel storage, 
comfort, convenience and performance and there is no point 
in repeating this infonnation. There are, however, one or 
two less obvious points to which attention can be drawn. 

B. M.e. has set itself against the sales cult of .. planned 
obsolescence". By starting with a very advanced engineering 
design and clothing it in a body which owes everything to 
comfort, convenience and utility and very little to fashion, 
tbey expect to continue making lbe Austin 1800 for a very 
long time and lbey also expect individual examples to last 
for a long time. The body, of course, is rust-proofed in 
manufacture by lbe Rotodip process and has five coats of 
paint with a baked synthetic top coat. Window surrounds 
are made of stainless steel and the front grille is of anodised 
aluminium. 

Maintenance has been cut to a minimum both for con
venience and also because it prevents wear due to neglect. 
Thus the coolin&: system is sealed, the transmission, suspension 
and steering joints are lubricated and sealed for life and lbe 
front brakes are self-adjusting; lubrication involves changing 
lbe oil at 6,OOO-mile intervals, greasing the handbrake cable 
at tbe same time and changing the oil filter wben lbe warning 
light says so. 

One thing for which we have often campaigned on modern 
cars is the provision of a proper ventilation system and the 
elimination of noisy quarter lights. This has been done 
extremely thoroughly on the Austin; apart from the normal 
fresh air heater lbere are two large diameter ducts leading from 
intakes behind the grille to control boxes at the ends of lbe 
facia, which have independent volume controls and- also 
shutters which direct lbe air up or down and set it to eilber 
a wide or narrow jet in lbe horizontal plane. 

CHASSIS 

'''''u 
Brake dimeO$ions 

Brake areas 

Front suspension .. 

Rear suspension •• 

Wheets and tyres 

Steerin, •• 

DIMENSIONS 
Len,th 

Wideh 

Hei,ht . . 
TUrnin, circle 
Kerb wei,ht 

EFFECTIVE GEARING 
Top ,ear ratio • • 

Maximum torque 

Maximum power 

•• Girlin, hydraulic; disc front and drum rear (with 
"," sansitive limitins: valva) 

.. Front discs 9·3 in. dia. Rear drum. 9 in. dia. X 
if in. wide 

.. 8l sq. in. of linin, (21 sq. in. front plus 61 sq. in . 
rear) workin, on 282 sq. in. rubbad area of 
discs and drums 

.. Independent by transverse linla of unequallen,th 
with Hydrolastic suspension uniu (inter
connected with the rear) 

.. Independent by trailin, arms and Hydrolastic 
slJSpension uniu. Anti-roll bar 

•. 5 stud disc wh .. l. with 4i in. wide rima and 
175-13 Dunlop SP .. 1 tyre. 

• • Cam learl rack and pinion 

.. Overall 13 ft. B! in.; wheelbase 8 fL 10 in. 

.. Overall 5 fL 7 in.: track 4 ft. sa in. at front and 
.. ft. 7i in. at rear 

.. "fL 7i in.: ,round clearance 6f in. 

.. ]7 ft. 
•• lli cwt. (without fuel but with oil, water, tools, 

spare wheel, etc.) 

• • 16·" m.p.h. at 1,000 r.p.m. and 28·1 m.p.h. at 
1,000 ft. /min. piston speed (with optional 
final drive ratio 17·1 m.p.h. at 1,000 r.p.m. 
and 30·" m.p.h. at 1,000 ft./min. piston speed) 

2,100 r.p.m. corresponds to approx. 3+5 m.p.h. 
in top ,ear 

.. 5,300 r.p.m. corresponds to approx. fIT m.p.h. 
in top ,ear 

D 



PRICE 
Standard : £635 plus £133 175. Id. purchase 
tax equals £768 175. Id. total. 
De luxe: £668 plus £140 145. 7d. 
purchase tax equals £808 '14$. 7d. total. 

How tbey run . • • 

Austin 1800 
from £768 

Hillman Super Minx 
£744 

Vauxhall Victor 
'from £635 

Vauxhall VX4/90 
£840 

Morris Oxford VI 
£730 

Ford Cortina GT 
£749 

Fiat 1500 
£9~5 

Austin 1800 

Hillman Super Minx 

Vauxhall Victor 

Vauxhall VX4/90 

Morris Oxford VI 

Ford Cortina GT 

Fiat 1500 

Austin 1800 

Hillman Super Minx 

Vauxhall Victor 

Vauxhall VX4/90 

Morris Oxlord VI 

Ford Cortina GT 

Flat 1600 
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(( passenger and luggage 
accommodation of a 3-litre 

performance of a 2-litre 
fuel consumption of a l;-litre". 

AUSTIN 1800 
(Extended test) de luxe 

Performance figures of 96 cars tested in the past two years will be found in the road test summary on page 252. 



ng into the limelight like an overgrown 1100, with a hint of ASS 
the front grille. Large windows live excellent all-round visibility. 

as the existence of Ibe Planet Pluto was deduced 
..athematically long before it was discovered by a 
MescOpe, so was" ADO 17" (the Austin 1800's code 

forecast by the motoring public some time ago. Plotting 
. through ADO 15 (Mini) and ADO 16 (1100) some 

~doded Ibat it would be a large It-litre family car, others, 
hopefully, that it would be Ibe most powerful, the fastest 

most exciting of B.M.C.'s front-wheel drive saloons. 
as usual, lies in between. It might be summarized 

-;·I~Ij:.lilr~ car with the passenger and luggage aeeom-
-;;;i~O~f. a 3-litre, Ibe performance of a 2-litre and the fuel 
~ of a It-litre. It probably makes less demand on 

space than the average car in any of these categories 
roadbolding, safety and stability belong to Ibe same 

...... iiTe category as its distinguished predecessors, the Mini 
1100, even though tbis may not he apparent immediately 

lIIlfamiliar driver. 
design formula produces so many advantages without 
drawbacks; the preponderance of weight on the 

wheels is of no importance in a Mini but in a car 
.,:::~ nearly twice as mucb it demands a cboice 
'. low geared or heavy steering; in settling for the 

Austin 1800 has lost some apparent liveliness of 
-:;;;es The rather "bus driver" control position 
~ less weD wilb this sort of steering !ban it does wilb 

where you just move your wrists about. 
front-wheel drive ears bave tended to he a little 

fussier than their rear..engined or conventionaJ 
__ ...... r1~. A determined attempt to isolate Ibe power unit 

passenger space bas been .cry successful in !be 
1800 but in the process the gear change mechanism 

-c -- below the best modern standards. 
of the most satisfactory things about this Austin is 
advanced general concept is matched by appearance, 

2 "t and detailed design that should not be dated in 
.at ten years. We have in mind sucb things as visibility, 

JDPEI' ventilation system, liberal provision for parcels and 
..... IIs. aud reduction of maintenance to Ibe basic minimum. 

Performance 
AUSTIN HAVE provided power and performance on a 
g.enerous scale. Compared with the Austin A60, for example 
(Itself by no means underpowered in its class), it has 10 % 
more torque and 38 % more power to propel a car of similar 
gearing and only slightly greater weight. By returning a 
maximum speed of comfortably over 90 m.p.h. and accelera
tion through the gears to 50 m .. p .h. in II seconds it invites 
comparison with bigger engined or more sporting saloons 
most of which are Jess economical or much smaller. ' 

Like most B.M.C. engines, this one starts easily and warms 
up quickly without coughing aod spitting; it pulls smoothly 
in top gear from 10 m.p.h. on part throttle and 15 m.p.h. 
on full throttle; this is lower than any reasonable driver 
should go but the Austin is very much a top gear car with 
remarkably good bill-climbing powers in tbe 30-60 m.p.h. 
band. 

We were surprised to find how much the B-type four
cylinder unit has been refined by its five-bearing crankshaft 
and unusual mounting and there are no perceptible vibration 
periods throughout the whole range; high engine speeds 
are betrayed by sound rather than feel, the whine of the 
multi-blade nylon fan rising above all other noises in 
characteristic fashion. The final drive ratio is well chosen for 
the average motorist but habitual fast drivers who like to 
use the gearbox would probably do well to specify the 
optional higher gearing (at no extra cost) for quicker high 
speed cruising and possibly a slight increase in top speed. 

Transmission 

MOST BUYERS will welcome the addition of powerful 
synchromesh to bottom gear as well as to the other forward 
ratios-we found only very occasional difliculty in engaging 
first at a standstill. The cable operated gearchange feels 
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positive and taut but the lever has a long and notchy move-
ment and a considerable travel across a gate which needs 
deliberate negotiation rather than a diagonal sweep_ There 
is some whine in all gears-even in top the idler gears 
between the clutch and gearbox can be heard at low speeds 
on light throttle openings; when the engine is ticking over 
these gears tend to clatter, particularly when the oil is hot. 

First gear is comparatively high but not too high to restart 
on a 1 in 3 gradient. Second gear, ·00 the other hand, is a 
low ratio which can be used for starting on level ground but 
which is rather widely separated from third. Violent standing 
starts caused the engine to rotate far enough on its mountings 
for the air cleaner to hit the heater box. although the clutch 
is very smooth for normal purposes. 

Running Costs 

FOR ITS size and performance the Austin 1800 is a very 

Test DIlIQ! World copyright reserved: no unauthor
lzed reproduction in whole or port. 

Conditions: Weather: Dry, warm, wind 
1()'20 m.p.h. (Temperature 60°_69° F. 
Barometer 29'7-29'0 in. Hg.) Surface: 
Dry tarmacadam. Fuel: Premium grade 
(97 octane R.M.). 

MAXIMUM SPEEDS 
Mean lap speed banked circuit... 91·2.m.p.h. 
.Bost onO way i·mllo 94·7 

0-40 m.p.h. 
0-50 
0-60 
0·70 
0-80 
Standing quarter mile 

m.p.h. 
10·30 
20·40 
30·50 
40-60 
50·70 
60·80 
OVERTAKING 

economical car. Making full use of its speed our overall 
consumption was 22·5 m.p.g. of Premium grade petrol but 
the touring figure. which allows for the use of cruising 
speeds around 60 m.p.h .• was slightly over 30 m.p.g. 

Some typical examples for different kinds of use are given 
below. 

Motorway. heavy traffic. 85 m.p.h. average.. 20 m.p.g. 
14 miles across London in rush hour, 18 

m.p.h. average 21 m.p.g. 
Fast cross-country fUD, slow A and Broads, 

42 m.p.h. average .. . . 24·5 m.p.g. 
Gentle touring on quiet country roads~ 36 

m.p.h. average .. 34 m.p.g. 

We found the car much less economical on oil-it used 
a pint every 150 miles. The B.M.C. B-type engine is not 
normally an oil burner and we shall be surprised if this 
proves to be typical of the model. 

Other running costs should be very low. Dunlop SP 41 tyres 

7·4!sec. 
11·0 
15·3 
22·2 
31·5 
20·4 

Top 3rd 
sec. sec. 
9·4 6·5 
9·0 6·1 
9·0 6·4 

10·5 707 
12·7 10·3 
16·2 

FUEL CONSUMPTION 

Touring (consumption midway be· 
tweell 30 m.p.h. and maximum lass 

m.p.g. 

6X all,wanCl for acceleration) ... 30·2 
Ovorall ... ... ... ... .. . 22·5 

(= 12-56l1tr .. /IOO km.) 
Tol.II .. 1 dl,tao.. ... ... 1.107 mil" 
FUll taok •• , .. 11, (m.k .. •• ngun) lot gal. 

60 

40 ~ 

3rt! goar... 75·0 
2nd go., 47·0 
1st go., 32·0 
" Maximile U Speed : -Timed quarter mile 
after I mUe acceJerating from rest 

Starting at 40 m.p.h. In direct t op gear, 
distaAce required to gain 100 fL on another 
car lra.olllog al a stoady 40 m.p.h.=660 fl. 

r-- ........... 

............ 
Meaa 89·8 
II1II ... 92·8 

ACCELERATION TIMES 
0·30 m.p.h. &·618C. 

SPEEDOMETER 
30 m.p.h. 
60 
90 
DlstaDce raelrefer 

Accurate 
Accurate 
Accurate 
lYe Ilow 

~ 

M.P.G. 
10 Touring 30-2 

Overall 22-S 
o 
30 40 &0 80 70 ao 80 

M.P.H. 
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"!"lte front-drive, transverse engine formula applied to quite 
• il' car g ives outstanding space inside. Three people can be 
-aced ve ry comfon:ably across the well shaped rear bench. 

cost a little more than conventional tyres of the same size 
but sho uld last 50-75% longer. Maintenance has been 
reduced to just about the minimum possible at the present 
time ; there are no lubrication points at a ll except one on the 
handbrake cable (to be greased every 6,000 miles). Engine 
oil must be drained at 6,OOO-mi le intervals. but this, of 
course, includes also the integral gearbox and final drive. 
The radiator is sealed. the front brakes are self~adjusting 
and the oil filter element need only be replaced when the 
warning light shows. The dipstick, oil filler, battery, 
distributor, coil, sparking plugs and hydraulic reservoir 
could hardly be more accessible. 

th p le nty of leg room even for tall people. There are 
convenient door pockets and arm rests in all four doors, and 

t! carpet on the floor. Kick strips protect the rather high 
600r sills. but a ccess is easy through all the four b ig doors_ 

u.rge wheels and flat floor (with the exhaust pipe enclo!led in 
a small central tunnel), make for excellent ground clearance. 
The sm a ll r ea r qua rter lights h inge at the front, and there are 
rtpeater lights fo r the indicators above the front wheels. 

Handling 

BRAKES 
Pedal pressure, deceleration and equivalent 
stopping distance from 30 m.p.h. 

lb. 9 fl. 
25 0·37 8 t 
50 0·79 38 
60 0·92 32t 
Handbrake 0·28 t07 

FADE 
TEST I. 20 stops at t u deceleratio:1 at I min. 

, intervals from a speed midway between 
30 m.p.h. and max. speed (=61 m.p.h .) 

lb. 
Pedal force at beginning 35 
Pedal force at 10th stop 45 
Pedal force at 20th stop 45 
TEST 2. After top gear descent of steep hill 

falling appro ximately 600 ft. in half a mile 
increase In brake pedal force for tg ,top 
from 30 m.p.h.= tO lb. 

WATERPROOFtNG 
Increase In brake pedal force fo r t 9 stop from 

30 m.p.h. after two runs through shallow 
watersplash at 30 m.p.h.= 0 lb. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS of this car are deceptive. It seems 
to lack the extreme responsiveness of its smaller brethren 
and to be altogether more stately. In fact, however. this is 
largely an iJ(usion created by very low geared steering and 
if the driver learns to move his hands far and fast the car 
wilt foHow with a rapidity that is remarkable for a veh icle 
o f this size and weight. 

Whether it need' be so low geared (<It turns lock to lock 
for an indifferent 35 ft. turning circle) is a doubtful point. 
It needs a force of 30 lb. at the rim to turn the wheel when 
the car is stationary-fairly heavy. although tbere are many 
cars heavier; once on the move, however, it feels light and 
we feel that, even at some detriment to its value as the 
housewife's shopping car, a higher ratio could have been 
used. 

It is bard to fault the handling in any other way. The 
rack and pinion mechanism is delightfully smooth, kick-free 
and positive ; both on the straight and on corners the car goes 
exactly where you want, ignoring bumps, camber changes 
and cross-winds. It goes round corners extremely quickly 

PARKABILITY 

l-"-I'-1~r-__ ." 

4rl\", .. [ .:; ¥:": 0 .y 19'-0' " 

Gap needed to clear a 6 ft. obstruction parked 
in front 

STEERING 
Turning clrole between kerbs: ft. 

Loft ... 35 
RighI 35! 
Turns of steering wheel from look 

to lock 4j-
Steering wheel deflection for 50 ft . 

diameter oircle= 1·6 tu rns 
Steering force (at rim of wheel) to 

move front wheels at rest=3D lb. 
Steering force to hold car on 100 ft. 

diametercirel .. t 15 m.p.h. (=0.3g 
approx.) .•. = 61b. 

OLUTOH 

Free pedal movement ... * In. 
Additional movement to disengage 

clutch completely... 2! In. 
Maximum pedal load ... 33 lb. 

HI L L O LIMBING 
Ib./ton At steady speed 

Top t In g·O ... (Tapley 250) 
3rd I in 6·0 ... (Taptey 365) 
2nd ... I in 4·0 ... (Tapley 550) 

WEIGHT 

Kerb weight (unladen with fuel 
approximately 50 miles) 

Front/rear distribution 
Weight laden as tested 

owl. 
for 

::~3t/a 

~ 
I , 

I 

II 
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90° 60° 45° 75° 
Visibility: ISO deg. from the driving seat. Shaded areas show one-eye visibility. 
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with very little roll hut with rather a lot of tyre squeal from 
the SP 41 tyres and the consistent slight understeer which 
helps to make it feel so exceptionally safe and stable is 
modified to only a very small degree by opening and shutting 
the throttle-less so than in many rear-cngined cars. You 
can also go into a corner with the brakes on without 
excitement, the trailing arm rear suspension having an 
anti-brake dive effect which holds the tail down. 

In view of the Austin's carrying capacity it is interesting 
to find that its handling qualities are affected little by heavy 
loads which would make most family cars wallow unhappily. 

Brakes 

A POWERFUL servo makes brake pedal pressures 
exceptionally light-50 lb. would be adequate for most 
emergencies; at 60 lb. the wheels start to Jock but brake feel 
is so progressive that the unfamiliar driver never finds them 
fierce. The fade test- twenty tg stops from just over 60 m.p.h. 
at minute intervals-showed a rise of 10 lb. in pedal force 
after the seventh application but no further increase there· 
after and our long steep hill descent produced a similar 
increase. In neither case did the brakes become uneven; 
the watersplash had no effect at all .. 

The handbrake, working on the rear drums, was less 
impressive. With only 37% of the unladen weight on the 
back, locking the rear wheels gave only O'28g deceleration. 
It held the car on a I in 4 test hill but needed more strength 
than we could find to hold it on 1 in 3. 

Comfort and control 

THERE IS a mistaken belief that Hydrolastic suspension is 
designed to give a super luxury ride. Its real purpose is to 
provide adequate comfort without compromising the 
handling qualities and this it does most successfully, On 
ordinary roads the Austin rides firmly and well with some 
vertical movement, no noticeable pitch and little difference 
between front and back seat comfort. On bad roads with 
broken surfaces and big potholes it is outstanding; the 
immensely rigid structure shows no rattles. shakes or other 
signs of strain and the wheels follow the ground without 
the thumps and bangs which usually dictate a speed decrease. 

Road noise reduction has been sought by unusual methods 
in this car and on the whole the attempt has been successful, 
there are quieter cars but the level is below average at both 
low speeds and high. Wind roar too is well subdued, leaving 
the engine, fan and ventilation system as the main contributors 
when travelling fast. 

Ducts from the front lead cold air to boxes at either end 
of the facia. each of which has three independent controls. 
A four.position butterfly valve controls the volume of air, 
and movable horizontal and vertical shutters determine the 

elevation and lateral spread of the air blast which emerges. 
The word "blast" is not an exaggeration-we have never 
met a similar system with a greater output; with a narrow 
jet setting it penetrates powerfully to the rear seats and with 
a wider one it demists the side windows and the volume can 
be increased still further by opening the rear quarter lights. 
This arrangement should be invaluable in bot weather and 

I, ash tray. 2, ignition/starter. 3,lIghts. 4, engine thermometer. 
5, speedometer. 6, mileage recorder (with tenths). 7, horn. 
8, fuel gauge. 9, main beam warning light. 10, ignition light. 
II, wipers. 12. washers. 13, 011 pressure light. 14, heater 
volume/distribution. 15, hand brake. 16, temperature control. 
17, choke. 18, indicators and flasher. 19, panel light. 20, clogged 
filter warning light. 21, fresh air volume control. 22, fresh 
air vent. A full-width but rather shallow parcel tray extends 
beneath the facia which has a very simple, practical instru· 
ment layout. 

I, windscreen washer bottle. 2, brake and clutch fluid 
reservoirs. 3, cr'ankcase br..:::ather valve. 4, SU carbur'etter. 
5, oil filler cap. 6. brake servo. 7. radiator filler cap. 8, starter' 
solenoid. 9, distributor. 10, coil. II, dipstick. The 1800 looks 
much like a Mini or an 1100 beneath the bonnet except that 
there is rather more room to spare. 
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it completely eliminates the need for front quarter lights. But 
mcoming air makes a considerable noise, particularly if 
the butterfly valve is partly shut. 

Rear seat accommodation is outstanding; it is genuinely 
comfortable for three people. the central tunnel is insignificant 
and most people can stretch their legs out as far as they like. 
Opinions of the front seats were less favourable. Again there 
is an enormous amount of room and generous fore and aft 
adjustment but the wide separate seats provide no lateral 
support, are very upright and rather short in the cushion. 
Many drivers dislike the angle of the steering wheel; 
if you sit well back from it, as the pedal positions require 
tall people to do, the uppermost part of the rim is out of 
reach. 

The throttle pedal has a sudden initial opening which 
makes smooth driving difficult. and jerky driving causes the 
car to pitch fore and aft. This lack of pitch stiffness is also 
noticeable at night in that load variations raise and lower the 
rather indifferent headlamp beam considerably. Apart from 
this night time disadvantage, visibility under aU conditions 
and in all directions is excellent. 

Fittings and Furniture 

AT A FIRST glance one wonders where the facia is; the 
most prominent feature is a large unobstructed parcel 

Rear doors (above) have swivelling pulls. wide arm~rests and 
rigid pockets protected by kick strips. The deep boot swallows 
a . excellent 12.8 cu. ft. of our test luggage. but the low lid, 
narrow opening and high sill can hamper loading. Spare wheel 
is lowered from below by turning a screw with the wheel 
brace. 
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compartment stretching the full width of the car and nearly 
all the instruments and switches are fitted into a narrow 
strip above it. This turns out to be a thoroughly practical 
and convenient arrangement with no possibility of confusion 
at all. The strip speedometer, calibrated in miles and 
kilometres. is easy to read and there are only two switches. 
one at each end, for the lights and windscreen wipers. Sliding 
controls for the heater peep unobtrusively from below the 
tray and the steering column indicator switch incorporates a 
headlamp flasher, When the side lights are switched on. 
the rear indicator lights and brake lights are automatically 
reduced in brightness to avoid dazzling following cars, 

All four doors have rigid pockets of a size convenient for 
maps, books and narrow bottles, there is a large fiat shelf 
behind the rear seat and the boot is far, far bigger than it 
looks from the outside and has a completely regular un· 
obstructed shape which is ideal for packing although a 
lid which uncovers only the rear half of the boot makes part 
of a full load inaccessible. Leather upholstery and a heater 
are standard on the de luxe model. 

The facia assembly has padded edges, the steering column 
would probably bend forward in an accident, and. of course, 
the steering box is behind the engine, Our test car was fitted 
with inertia controlled safety belts which unwind from a 
spring-loaded reel and only lock under hard deceleration. 
Thjs leaves the driver and passenger free to lean forward 
towards the rather distant facia or to pick things off the 600r. 

MAKE Austin. MODEL 1800 de luxe. MAKERS Austin 
Motor Co. Ltd., Longbridge, Birmingham. 

Number of electrical 
fuses Three 

Indicators Self-cancellin, flashers with side 

Screen wipers 
Screen washers 
Sun visors .• 
locks: 

repeaters 
Twin blade, self parking 
Manual 

ENGINE 
Cylinders. . .. Transve rse, -4 in line 
Sore and stroke. 80·26 mm. X 88·90 mm. 
Cubic capacity 1,798 c.c. 
Valves . . Overhead {push rod) 
Compression ratio S·2 : 1 
Carburetter 1: in. S.U. HS6 
Fue l pump 5.U. electric 
Oil fi lee" . Ma,netic and Tecalemit full-now 
Ma:o;. power (net) .. 84 b.h.p. at 5,300 r.p.m. 
Max. torque (net) 99 lb. ft. at 2,500 r .p.m, 
TRANSMISSION 
Clutch .. Bor, and Beck 8 in. s.d.p. 
Top ,ear (s /m) 1·0 
3rd ,car (s/m) 1·38-4 
2nd gear (s/m) 2·217 
1st gear (,fm) 3·292 
Reverse , , 3·075 
Final drive He lical spur ,ears, -4·188 to 1 

(Alternative 3·882) 
M.p.h. at 1,000 r.p.m. in:-
Top gear 16·-4 
3rdgear 11·9 
2nd ,ear 7·-4 
1st gear 5·0 

CHASSIS 
COnstruction 
BRAKES 
Type 

Dimensions 
Friction areas 

Inte,ral bodyfchassis 

Girlin, hydraulic: disc froRt, 
drum rear with .. g" sensitive 
limi tinc valve 
9·3 in discs, 9x1 : in. drums 
82 sq. in. of linin, (21 front plus 
61 rear) working on 282 sq. in. 
r ubbed area of discs and drums 

SUSPENSION AND STEERING 
Moulton Hydrolastic rubber springs hydraulically 
coupled front to r~ar with bui lt·in damp in, 
I.F.S. by transverse unequal len,th links 
I.R .S. by tr2i1in, arms and and· roll bar 
Steering gear Cam gears rack and pinion 
Tyres DUrllop SP41,175-13 

COACHWORK AND EQUIPMENT 
Startin, handle No 
hck . . Side lift 
Jackirlg poinu Two under sills each side 
Battery 12 volt, 50 amp._hour unde r 

bonnet 

Two (one on standard model) 

With i,nition key Front doors and petrol filler 
With other keys Boot 

Interior heater Smiths .oft kW fresh air type 
Extras Clock, radio, reclining front seau, 

Upholstery 
Floor covering 

Alternative body 

wheel discs 
leather and leathercloth (de luxe) 
Flock-sprayed synthetic fibre on 
rubber 

types None 

MAINTENANCE 
Sump, Cearbo:o; and 

final drive 15 pints S.A.E. 10W/30 (including 
1 ~ pintS for filter) 

Steerincccar S.A.E. 140 E.P. 
Coolin, system 9. pinn (sealed system) 
Chassis lubrication Every 6,000 miles to 1 pint 
I,nition timing 12° before t .d.c. 
Contact breaker 

gap ·014 to ·016 in, 
Sparkin, pluc type Champion N 5 
Sparkinc plu, gap ·02-4 to ·026 in. 
Tappet clearances 

(cold) .. .. Inlet ·015 in. , Exhaust ·015 in. 
Front wheel toe-out"1'lo in. 
Castor an,le 1" (laden) 
Tyre pressu res .. 28 lb. front, 22 lb. rear 
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